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Twisting Props Comments	  
 
The subject of twisting the ol' 90/47 is a never ending saga of myths and half truths. 
What I can tell you is that the best evidence of what will happen is in Minard Thompson's 
book, “The Lovable One Niner”, on page 54. These are Cessna tests and probably as 
accurate as anything you will hear. 
The first thing you will note is that no prop past a 90/54 was tested. It is my 
understanding from my prop guy that nothing past a 90/54 is legal. I don't know were 
that is written, but so I'm told. The 90/54 is a compromise and it is what I have on my 
Birddog. It does not have the rocket takeoff like the 90/47, but it remains a respectable 
climb. It is noticeable in landing because it won't slow you like the pitch of a 90/47. The 
advantage is speed, which according to the book, should be about 125 mph at 2300 
RPM in cruise. I get about 122 according to the GPS. Fuel consumption appears to 
remain about the same, around 8 gallons an hour. 
I know several folks that have had 90/57 pitch's on their props. They are fast at about 
130 mph, but suck about 10 gallons an hour and their initial climb is anemic. One of 
these folks concurs that such a pitch is not legal. 
Our prop man down here charges around $150 for the twist if the prop needs no other 
work. It is really important that you start with a full size 90/47 to make this happen right. 
Lastly a lot of this depends on how you use your airplane. If you crunch the numbers and 
lets say fly 100 miles for a hamburger the difference in time is negligible: 
1. 90/47 @ 110 mph = 54 minutes 
2. 90/54 @ 125 mph = 48 minutes 
3. 90/57 @ 130 mph = 46 minutes 
Naturally if you regularly fly longer distances these time frames will stretch with an 
advantage to the twisted props to the point, with their increased fuel consumption, you 
will have to land to refuel while the 90/47 drones by overhead (happens right around 340 
miles) !! In my humble opinion if you really need speed convert to a dash 15 (about 130 
mph) or buy a Mooney! Many a person has converted to bigger engines, but their speed 
increase was negligible, but that's another story. 
Best wishes and good luck, 
Jim Mulvihill 
	  
	  


